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Abstract
Only a handful of US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Emergency Use 
Authorizations exist for drug and biologic therapeutics that treat severe acute respira-
tory syndrome- coronavirus 2 (SARS- CoV- 2) infection. Potential therapeutics include 
repurposed drugs, some with cardiac liabilities. We report on a chronic preclinical 
drug screening platform, a cardiac microphysiological system (MPS), to assess car-
diotoxicity associated with repurposed hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) and azithromy-
cin (AZM) polytherapy in a mock phase I safety clinical trial. The MPS contained 
human heart muscle derived from induced pluripotent stem cells. The effect of drug 
response was measured using outputs that correlate with clinical measurements, such 
as QT interval (action potential duration) and drug- biomarker pairing. Chronic expo-
sure (10 days) of heart muscle to HCQ alone elicited early afterdepolarizations and 
increased QT interval past 5 days. AZM alone elicited an increase in QT interval from 
day 7 onward, and arrhythmias were observed at days 8 and 10. Monotherapy results 
mimicked clinical trial outcomes. Upon chronic exposure to HCQ and AZM poly-
therapy, we observed an increase in QT interval on days 4– 8. Interestingly, a decrease 
in arrhythmias and instabilities was observed in polytherapy relative to monotherapy, 
in concordance with published clinical trials. Biomarkers, most of them measurable 
in patients’ serum, were identified for negative effects of monotherapy or polytherapy 
on tissue contractile function, morphology, and antioxidant protection. The cardiac 
MPS correctly predicted clinical arrhythmias associated with QT prolongation and 
rhythm instabilities. This high content system can help clinicians design their trials, 
rapidly project cardiac outcomes, and define new monitoring biomarkers to accelerate 
access of patients to safe coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID- 19) therapeutics.

Study Highlights
WHAT IS THE CURRENT KNOWLEDGE ON THE TOPIC?
As the global pandemic of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID- 19) expanded, clini-
cians were pressed to treat patients with new drug combinations, in the absence of 
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INTRODUCTION

When the World Health Organization declared a global pan-
demic on March 11, 2020, little was known about the patho-
genesis of the severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 
2 (SARS- CoV- 2). It was described and treated as a respira-
tory disease, in which the virus targeted the epithelial cells 
of the respiratory tract, resulting in alveolar damage, edema, 
and fibrosis. Now, with more than 140 million cases and 3 
million deaths worldwide, there is clinical evidence that the 
virus also has non- negligible long- term effects on multiple 
organs, including the heart, kidneys, vasculature, liver, and 
even the brain.1– 4

With only a limited number of US Food and Drug 
Administration (FDA) Emergency Use Authorization (EUA) 
drug and biological therapeutics available for the treatment 
of SARS- CoV- 2 infection, clinicians have been pressed to 
treat patients in critical stages without FDA- approved proto-
cols. They have therefore relied on several small- scale clini-
cal studies to repurpose compounds approved by regulatory 
bodies as monotherapies in the hope of improving patient 
outcomes. Early clinical trials identified chloroquine (CQ), 
hydroxychloroquine (HCQ), and azithromycin (AZM) as 
promising drugs to help treat or reduce the effects of SARS- 
CoV- 2.5– 9 A nonrandomized clinical trial in France identified 
HCQ, in combination with AZM, as being capable of signifi-
cantly reducing respiratory viral loads.5 This was confirmed 
by retrospective studies,10,11 but was also heavily criticized 
and refuted by other recent studies employing a priori de-
signs.12– 14 Several additional small clinical trials have shown 
mixed outcomes for HCQ treatment of patients with corona-
virus disease 2019 (COVID- 19).15

A serious concern with these studies is that patients were 
treated with drugs that have known cardiac complications, 
and their effects on the heart in polytherapy were unknown. 
HCQ inhibits hERG (IKr) potassium channels, it is known to 
increase in QT interval of cardiomyocytes, and can induce 
arrhythmias that are responsible for sudden death.16 AZM is 
also associated with an increased risk of cardiovascular death, 
due to Torsade de Pointes (TdP) and polymorphic ventricu-
lar tachycardia.17 With respect to polytherapy, clinical trials 
have demonstrated a synergistic effect of HCQ and AZM to 
prolong QT interval18– 20; however, alterations in arrhythmic 
event frequency were controversial when compared to HCQ 
or AZM alone.

In the absence of rapid clinical trials for polytherapy 
safety, there is an urgent need for screening tools to increase 
the speed at which potential therapeutics are evaluated for 
cardiac liabilities. Common in vitro systems used for cardiac 
drug screening include cell 2D monolayers and animal test-
ing, which often fail to replicate human physiology, partic-
ularly electrophysiology and pharmacokinetic properties.21 
Engineered heart tissue, organoids, or microfluidic- based 
microphysiological systems are emerging alternatives for 
state- of- the- art drug screening.22 With the rapid spread of 
COVID- 19, microphysiological systems (MPS) have recently 
shown to be a promising tool to study virus entry and repli-
cation mechanisms, subsequent cytokine production, as well 
as effects of existing and novel therapeutics or vaccines.23,24

In this paper, we demonstrate the utility of a cardiac MPS 
(Figure 1) for determining the cardiac liability associated with 
repurposed drug polytherapy in an in vitro design analogous 
to a phase I safety clinical trial. Our cardiac MPS contains a 
three- dimensional (3D) cell chamber in which human- induced 

regulatory approval. Months after the first cases, the US Food and Drug Administration 
(FDA)- approved medicines for the treatment of COVID- 19 have emerged with mixed 
results and safety concerns. There is a need for tools to rapidly screen for cardiac li-
ability associated with potential COVID- 19 therapeutics.
WHAT QUESTION DID THIS STUDY ADDRESS?
Does hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) and azithromycin (AZM) COVID- 19 polytherapy 
show synergetic cardiac liability when compared to their monotherapy?
WHAT DOES THIS STUDY ADD TO OUR KNOWLEDGE?
In this in vitro safety “clinical trial,” HCQ or AZM alone showed significant 80% re-
polarization time (APD80; proxy for QT) prolongation and arrhythmia, whereas their 
combination polytherapy rescued instances of arrhythmias while increasing APD80.
HOW MIGHT THIS CHANGE CLINICAL PHARMACOLOGY OR 
TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE?
This study demonstrates that a complex in vitro tissue model (cardiac MPS) can pre-
dict arrhythmias and rhythm instabilities under experimental conditions mimicking 
safety clinical trials. We also identified biomarkers associated with cardiac injury, 
which can be used to design clinical trial monitoring protocols.
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pluripotent stem cell- derived cardiomyocytes (hiPSC- CMs) 
are confined and self- assemble to form uniaxially beating 
heart muscle.21,25 The hiPSC- CMs have been successfully 
used for in vitro assessment of drug- induced arrhythmias, es-
pecially because they respond consistently to hERG channel 
block (QT prolongation and arrhythmias) and calcium chan-
nel block (action potential duration shortening and impaired 
contractile function).26,27 It makes them excellent candidates 
to screen for cardiac liability of HCQ and AZM, both of which 
are known to block hERG channels, and also act upon other 
cardiac ion channels.28 Combining hiPSC- CMs with our 
physiologically relevant cardiac MPS creates a 3D aligned 
human heart muscle, which we have demonstrated is supe-
rior to conventional 2D assays in its ability to prognosticate 
on drug efficacy and toxicity in vitro.21,25 The design aligns 
cells immediately upon loading, fostering rapid production 
of native cardiac extracellular matrix (ECM), and alignment 
of the cells’ contractile machinery fostering geometrically 
aligned contraction. The cardiac MPS model has been vali-
dated in a number of both experimental and computational 
studies.21,25,29- 31 By assaying hiPSC- CMs expressing a ge-
netically encoded calcium sensor (GcAMP6f), loaded with a 
voltage- sensitive fluorescent probe (BeRST), we assessed the 

electrophysiology and calcium handling of the heart muscle 
during serial drug exposures. We showed that HCQ and AZM 
significantly increase 80% repolarization time (APD80) and 
rhythm instabilities, starting at clinically relevant exposure 
days, and were accompanied with early afterdepolarization 
(EAD) and TdP instances. The HCQ  +  AZM combination 
also showed a significant increase in APD80; however, few 
instabilities or arrhythmic events were observed. Finally, pro-
teomics analysis of cell culture effluent enabled detection of 
biomarkers that were directly correlated with cardiotoxicity, 
apoptosis, and contraction mechanics alteration.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell sourcing

The human hiPSC line wild type C (WTC) harboring a single- 
copy of CAG- driven GCaMP6f knocked into the first Exon 
of the AAVS1 “safe harbor” locus32 was used for all experi-
ments in this study. It is available from the Coriell Repository 
(#GM25256 hiPSC from Fibroblast). More detailed informa-
tion can be found in ref. 32

F I G U R E  1  The cardiac microphysiological system. (a) Photograph of a cardiac MPS under fluorescent lighting with fluidic tubing to deliver 
media and drugs. (b) Brightfield image of a cardiac MPS containing ~ 2,500 human induced pluripotent stem cell- derived cardiomyocytes. The 
cell chamber is separated from adjacent feeding channels via a fenestration barrier of 2 μm wide grooves allowing for nutrient diffusion while 
protecting the tissue in the cell chamber from media flow- induced shear stress. The anchoring pillars on either side of the cell chamber help keep 
the heart muscle elongated and provide resistance for contraction. (c) Representative images of the same tissue under GFP fluorescence for calcium 
transient recordings (top) or FarRed voltage dye staining (bottom). (d) The top graph shows a typical ECG recording from which the clinical 
QT interval can be determined. We use APD80 as a proxy for QT duration, corresponding to the duration of the action potential at 80% of its 
repolarization (bottom). The APD (red) and Ca (green) waveforms are timestamped identifying temporal kinetics. APD80, 80% repolarization time; 
Ca, calcium; ECG, electrocardiogram; GFP, green fluorescent protein; MPS, microphysiological system
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Cardiomyocyte differentiation

The hiPSC stocks were thawed and plated on Matrigel hESC- 
Qualified Matrix (Corning, Corning, NY) coated tissue cul-
ture plates in mTeSR- 1 (mTeSR- 1; StemCell Technologies, 
Vancouver, Canada) containing 10  µM of the Rho kinase 
inhibitor (RI) Y27632- dihydrochloride (Peprotech, Rocky 
Hill, NJ). Media was exchanged the next day to remove the 
inhibitor, and hiPSC were split three times at a density of 
20,000 cells/cm2 to allow for recovery from cryopreservation. 
After three splits, the hiPSCs were seeded in differentiation 
plates at 30– 40,000  cells/cm2 to allow for full confluency. 
Initial seeding was considered as “day 3” of differentiation. 
At day 0, when hiPSC were greater than 90% confluent, dif-
ferentiation was started following the protocol developed by 
Lian et al.,33 which exposes the cells to 8 µM CHIR99021 
(Peprotech) in Roswell Park Memorial Institute Medium 
1640 (RPMI) containing B- 27 supplement without insulin 
(RPMI- I). At day 1, only RPMI- I was added to the cells. 
On day 2, cells were exposed to 5  µM IWP- 4 (Peprotech) 
in RPMI- I supplemented with 150  µg/mL  L- ascorbic acid 
(LAA) for 2 days. On day 4, only RPMI- I was given to the 
cells for another 2 days. From then onward, RPMI containing 
standard B- 27 supplement with insulin (RPMI- C) was added 
every second day. Once spontaneous contractions were ob-
served around day 7 or 8 of differentiation, the hiPSC- CMs 
were washed several times with dPBS- Ca/Mg and left to 
soak for 10 min to disrupt cadherins. Cells were then ex-
posed to 0.25% Trypsin (Thermo Fisher) for 10 min at 37°C, 
and were pipetted gently to break up tissue into single cells 
and collected. Cells were pelleted at 300 g for 5 min before 
being plated at a density of 100,000 cells/cm2 onto Matrigel, 
in RPMI- C with 10 µM RI (“day 0” after replating). At day 
1 after replating, medium was exchanged for RPMI- C. At 
day 3, cells were washed with dPBS to remove glucose 
and were exposed to RPMI 1640 (no glucose, no pyruvate, 
supplemented with 23 mM sodium bicarbonate, and 5 mM 
Sodium L- lactate) for 4 to 5 days (exchanged every other 
day) to select for cardiomyocytes only. At day 8, cells were 
washed with dPBS and exposed to RPMI- C for 2 to 3 days to 
allow for recovery. Cardiomyocyte purity was characterized 
by flow cytometry with Cardiac Troponin T both before and 
after this procedure.

Preparation of maturation media

Details of the maturation media (MM) have been published 
previously.25 Briefly, a base media was prepared from RPMI 
1640 powder (Sigma, R1383- 10X1L) and supplemented with 
0.5  g/L D- glucose (Fisher, BP350- 1), 10  mM D- galactose 
(Sigma, G5388) and 2  g/L sodium bicarbonate (Fisher, 
S233– 500). A 9% bovine serum albumin (BSA; Fisher, 

BP1605- 100) solution was prepared in base media and ad-
justed to pH 7.4. Aliquots of fatty acid (FA) stocks were 
prepared from oleic acid (OA; Sigma, O1383- 5G) and pal-
mitic acid (PA; Sigma, P0500- 10G; 100 mg/mL in DMSO) 
and stored at −20°C. OA was prediluted 1:10 in DMSO. PA 
and OA were added to the 9% BSA solution at 10.23 µg/mL 
for PA and 0.8  mM OA. To dissolve the FA, the solution 
was heated to 60°C and sonicated for 5 min. The final MM 
was prepared by mixing 1 part FA solution and 3 parts MM 
base media yielding a final concentration of 2.56 µg/mL PA 
and 0.2 mM OA. Finally, the media was supplemented with 
2% B27 (Gibco, 17504- 044) and 150  μg/mL ascorbic acid 
(Fisher, AC105021000) and sterile filtered.

Fabrication and cell loading of cardiac MPS

The microfluidic design for each MPS consisted of four 
identical cell culture chambers (1300 by 130 µm) with media 
channels running parallel on either side of the cell culture 
chambers (Figure 1). The microfluidic devices were fabri-
cated from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) using classic rep-
lica molding techniques.21,25 For loading, ~  4,000 lactate 
purified hiPSC- CM were injected into each tissue chamber, 
with ~ 2,500 cells retained withing the cell chamber. The fol-
lowing day and every other day from then on, media was 
changed to our in- house MM as described in ref. 25. MPS 
tissues were allowed to mature for at least 10 days before any 
subsequent experiments were performed.

Drug preparation for pharmacology studies

We based our study on the following protocols: clinical drug 
administration for HCQ is 400 mg twice per day followed 
by 200 mg twice per day for 4 days. AZM is 500 mg on day 
1 followed by 250 mg per day for the following 4 days.20,34 
Based on clinical peak plasma concentration (Cmax) and 
area under curve for 24 h,35 we exposed the MPS tissues to 
0.24 μM HCQ at day 1 and 0.12 μM HCQ from day 2 to day 
10; and to 0.15 μM AZM at day 1 and 0.075 μM AZM at day 
2 to day 10.

Thorough action potential analysis as a 
proxy for clinical QT interval study and 
arrhythmia prediction

Clinically, drug- induced QT prolongation is a strong pre-
dictor of arrhythmic cardiotoxicity in patients. At the cel-
lular level, AP prolongation and increased AP triangulation 
indicate slowed repolarization and are strong markers of 
whole heart QT prolongation and arrhythmia,36 translated 
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by observations of EADs,37,38 and subsequent TdP.37 Large 
beat- to- beat variation in AP duration is a specific indicator 
of repolarization instability, which can be readily visualized 
by Poincaré plots, which we created by plotting CaD80 of 
each (nth) beat in a 30 s calcium transient recording, against 
CaD80 of the preceding beat (n- 1)th, normalized to the CaD80 
mean.36 We also performed a qualitative and nonparametric 
evaluation of drug arrhythmogenesis by categorizing ar-
rhythmic behaviors present in the calcium time- series.

Plasma protein profiling using Olink 
Proteomics multiplex panel

Effluents were sent to Olink Proteomics for quantification of 
proteins associated with toxicity and tissue damage. Olink 
Proteomics uses multiplex proximity extension assay (PEA) 
panels.39 In this study, we have used the Organ Damage 
panel, which consists of 92 unique markers of toxicity and 
cellular damage.

Statistics

All statistics were calculated using GraphPad Prism. All 
electrophysiology data were analyzed with one- way analysis 
of variance (ANOVA) repeated measures and Dunnett’s post 
hoc correction with multiple comparison to day 0 and to one 
another was run. If some values were missing, the mixed- 
effects model was run. Nonparametric χ2 approximation was 
run for qualitative arrhythmic events assessment in a pair-
wise manner. Significance was determined with p value less 
than 0.05.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Chronic exposure to HCQ for 10 days resulted 
in QT prolongation and rhythm instabilities 
that correlated with arrhythmic events and 
clinical observations

Chronic exposure to an HCQ dose mimicking clinical proto-
cols decreased the beat rate starting at day 4 with a statisti-
cally significant decrease on days 4, 7, and 8 (Figure  2a). 
APD80 increased markedly from day 7 onward (Figure 2b), 
with the maximum APD80 increase reaching 850  ms. All 
but one tissue exhibited an APD80 at least 400  ms longer 
on day 7 and day 9 than prior to HCQ exposure. These ar-
rhythmogenic changes to the AP were tightly correlated with 
the appearance of instabilities in the HCQ tissues from day 
5 onward (Figure 3a). APD80 was directly correlated to cal-
cium transient duration (CaD) (Figure S1d), and an increase 

of CaD80 above 600 ms was observed at day 2, and increased 
over the duration of HCQ treatment. Arrhythmic events 
began appearing at day 4 in 50% of the tissues. At day 7, 
tissues exhibited both arrhythmogenic AP waveforms and 
CaD80 increase, and by days 9 and 10, 50% of tissues ex-
hibited weak or no dynamic signal change, suggesting loss 
of resting membrane potential (Figure  3d). Representative 
traces of arrhythmic events are shown in Figure 3g– i, com-
paring 30 s calcium traces at day 0 and day 9 (Figure 3g). 
Late calcium peaks are a signature of EADs in membrane 
potential and were clearly observed (red arrows) in day 9 
HCQ recordings, as were the marked increases in duration 
of the calcium transient, itself a marker for APD prolonga-
tion. Together these data reflect HCQ’s well known block 
of IKr, which prolongs the QT interval and its in vitro proxy 
APD,18,40 which are associated with arrhythmic events.16,41,42 
Our AP data, which is consistent with the clinical literature, 
indicates that the cardiac MPS system is a good predictor of 
clinical cardiotoxicity of HCQ.

Chronic exposure of AZM for 10 days showed 
QT prolongation and rhythm instabilities that 
correlated with arrhythmic events and clinical 
observations

Chronic AZM exposure did not significantly change beat 
rate (Figure 2c). However, as for HCQ, chronic AZM treat-
ment increased APD80 by day 7, and a trend for persisting 
prolonged APD80 continued until day 10, albeit with large 
variation (Figure 2d). Triangulation also trended (p < 0.2) to 
increase from day 8 onward, although this did not reach sig-
nificance (p = 0.07 at day 10; Figure S1b). Instabilities arose 
at day 6 and worsened over time (Figure 3b). Nonparametric 
analysis of instability showed a significant increase of chaotic 
polygons in AZM- treated tissues when compared with HCQ 
(p < 0.05, not shown). CaD80 increased beyond 600 ms at day 
4, and day 6 onward in 30%– 50% of the tissues. Arrhythmic 
events were observed from day 3 onward, reaching 60% 
of tissues at day 10, with some tissues exhibiting both ar-
rhythmia and CaD80 increase. Day 6 and 9 had, respectively, 
16% and 33% of tissues with weak or no signal (Figure 3e). 
Figure 3 shows a representative trace of arrhythmic events at 
day 0 versus day 10 (Figure 3h) of AZM exposure. Overall, 
APD80 increased on all treatment days compared to day 0, 
and EADs appeared after day 3, and were most prevalent on 
day 10. Because clinical AZM application is typically limited 
to 5 days, the observed incidence of pro- arrhythmic events 
during longer exposure times cannot be directly compared to 
clinical outcomes. However, AZM has been associated with 
increases in cardiovascular death, mostly through QT pro-
longation and arrhythmia,17,43 and these outcomes are clearly 
indicated by our MPS measurements.
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F I G U R E  2  Electrophysiology analysis of chronic exposure to hydroxychloroquine (HCQ), azithromycin (AZM) or their polytherapy. Doses 
were chosen to closely mimic clinical trial drug prescription used for coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID- 19) treatment: 0.24 μM HCQ and 0.15 μM 
AZM on day1 followed by 0.12 μM and 0.075 μM AZM on day 2 to day 10.19,20 Polytherapy was the combination of both monotherapy doses 
(Table S1). Violin plots demonstrate spontaneous beating during the therapy for HCQ (a), AZM (c) or polytherapy (e). Violin plots depicting 
the change in 80% repolarization time (APD80) during the therapy for HCQ (b), AZM (d) or polytherapy (f). APD80 values were calculated from 
spontaneous recording, corrected for beat rate using the Frederica correction.48 In all graphs, the values were normalized to baseline at day 0 for 
each tissue. Each point corresponds to one heart muscle. The violin plots show the arithmetic median (solid line) and upper and lower quartile 
(dashed lines) as well as minimum and maximum values (truncation of violin shape). All tissues analyzed were within inclusion criteria of APD80 
less than 500 ms at baseline. Statistics run were one- way analysis of variance (ANOVA) repeated measures with multiple comparison to baseline 
day 0 and Dunnett’s post hoc correction. *p < 0.05; **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
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F I G U R E  3  Instability and arrhythmic study of chronic exposure to hydroxychloroquine (HCQ), azithromycin (AZM) and their polytherapy. 
Poincaré plots36,49 were used to visualize rhythm instabilities in different tissues. Where small clusters of daily traces represent minimal arrhythmic 
risk, and large complex polygons are indicative of rhythm instability and high arrhythmic risk. (a) Representative Poincaré graph of a tissue 
exposed to HCQ only. Disorganized polygons can be observed at days 5 and 10 indicative of drug- induced arrhythmia. (b) Poincaré graph of AZM- 
treated heart muscle where instabilities were observed starting on day 6. (c) Representative graph of polytherapy instabilities, which show fewer 
and smaller polygons when compared to monotherapy, indicative of reduced arrhythmic risk. (d– f) Histograms showing weak or no signal (black), 
CaD80 above 600 ms with (striated) or without (grey) early afterdepolarization (EAD) and arrhythmic event (pink) as percentage of total heart 
muscles (i.e., MPS). The analysis was performed for HCQ alone (d), AZM alone (e), and for polytherapy (f). Representative calcium transient trace 
at baseline and after exposure to 9 days of HCQ (g) or 10 days of AZM (h) where EAD instances can be observed (red arrows). (i) Representative 
calcium transient trace at 10 day exposure of polytherapy showing no EADs

Day 0
Day 1

Day 6
Day 5
Day 4
Day 3
Day 2

Day 10
Day 9
Day 8
Day 7

Day 10 - HCQ + AZM

Day 0

Time (ms)Time (ms)

Day 9 - HCQ Day 10 - AZM

Time (ms)

Time (ms)

Day 0

Day 0
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Chronic exposure to both HCQ and AZM for 
10 days showed QT prolongation and rhythm 
instabilities that correlated with arrhythmic 
events and clinical observations

The beat rate increased at day 3 and 6; however, there 
was no clear overall trend (Figure  2e). APD80 was sig-
nificantly increased on days 5 and 8, with a trend toward 
APD prolongation for all recordings after day 7 (p < 0.2; 
Figure 2f). This data set closely mimics clinical trials per-
formed by Chorin et al.,19,20 where the QT interval in-
creased starting at day 2 to day 5 with high variability 
in patient population. Triangulation was not significantly 
altered over the 10 days during our in vitro polytherapy 
trials, although there was a very slight trend toward in-
creasing triangulation at days 4, 5, and 10 (p < 0.2; 
Figure  S1c). Interestingly, instabilities were almost ab-
sent in this data set, when running nonparametric analysis 
on Poincaré plots from the combination study (Figure 3c) 
versus those for individual HCQ (significant, p < 0.05) 
or AZM (nonsignificant trend; Figure 3a,b). Although we 
observed a clear increase in APD80, and an increase of 
CaD80 above 600 ms at day 2 and days 4– 10 (Figure 3f), 
chronic polytherapy resulted in fewer arrhythmic events 
and only mild instability compared to monotherapy 
(Figure 3i). At most, 33% of tissues showed arrhythmia at 
days 3 and 6, with 16% arrhythmias at days 4, 5, 7, and 9 
(Figure 3f). Nonparametric contingency analysis showed 
a decrease between EAD instances in polytherapy versus 
HCQ (significant, p < 0.05) or AZM (trend, p < 0.1) mon-
otherapy. No tissues had weak signal or stopped beating. 
At the pathophysiologic level, this data fit well with prior 
studies describing the important role of AP triangulation 
in the transition from benign AP prolongation to unstable 
repolarization.36

Together, these observations suggest that polytherapy res-
cues arrhythmogenesis resulting from the individual drugs. 
Recent clinical studies demonstrated chronic exposure to 
combination of HCQ and AZM led to QT increases with 
few arrhythmic events.12,34,43 The concordance of the cardiac 
MPS data to arrive at similar conclusions demonstrates its 
power in predicting cardiac liabilities for combination ther-
apy of repurposed drugs to treat SARS- CoV- 2. Mechanisms 
explaining how arrhythmic events are absent despite a sig-
nificant increase of the QT interval, can be complex and 
additional studies would be required to elucidate HCQ and 
AZM polytherapy- dependent mechanisms. However, based 
on the fact that HCQ and AZM have known multichannel 
blocking effects, and that ICaL and INa block is known to re-
duce IKr- dependent arrhythmias,41 we can hypothesize that 
the combination of both drugs can synergistically increase 
the multichannel block responsible for lower arrhythmic in-
stances when compared to monotherapies.

Proteomics analysis of MPS effluent reveal 
candidate biomarkers for cardiotoxicity 
monitoring in patients treated with 
HCQ and AZM

For the polytherapy pharmacology study, media were ana-
lyzed for over 92 proteins as biomarkers of tissue injury 
(Figure  4a). The proteomics analysis of the MPS effluent 
included a wide array of biomarkers, most of them measur-
able in patients’ plasma, associated with different cardiac 
mechanisms, from morphology, cytoskeleton, mechanics to 
apoptosis, and stress response. Cardiac troponin I (TNNI3), 
is a well- known biomarker of cardiac injury and increased 
risk in mortality, common in patients with COVID- 19 with 
underlying cardiovascular conditions.44 Chronic exposure to 
the combination of AZM and HCQ showed no significant 
change in TNNI3 expression, suggesting that arrhythmic 
tissues are not undergoing major tissue damage. However, 
a clear decrease in erythropoietin (EPO) was observed. 
HPGDS, an intracellular enzyme that catalyzes the conver-
sion of PGH2 to PGD2, was shown to decrease significantly. 
Interestingly, similar significant changes were also observed 

F I G U R E  4  Proteomics analysis of microphysiological systems 
effluent during chronic exposure to hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) 
and azithromycin (AZM) polytherapy. Scatter plot of biomarkers 
showing significant changes with polytherapy in the chronic study. 
The effluent media was analyzed on days 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10. In the 
data postprocessing, we only included experiments with greater than 
65% of samples above limit of detection. The limit of detection is set 
at three standard deviations above negative control values. Statistics 
run were one- way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with multiple 
comparison to one another and Dunnett’s post hoc correction. *p < 0.05; 
**p < 0.01. TNNI3 (cardiac troponin I), EPO (erythropoietin), HPGDS 
(hematopoietic prostaglandin D synthase), CA14 (carbonic anhydrase 
14), FES (FES proto- oncogene, tyrosine kinase)
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for carbonic anhydrase 14 (CA14) and tyrosine- protein ki-
nase Fes/Fps (FES). These intracellular proteins are typi-
cally not secreted, and therefore are not strong biomarkers 
unless cells were damaged. The fact that alterations in lev-
els for these proteins were observed in our study suggests 
some degree of cell damage or stress, but not to the extent 
where troponin- actin complexes break down.45 It is known 
that CA14 facilitates lactic acid transport across the cardiac 
sarcolemma,46 as well as improves myocardial energetics by 
facilitating mitochondria CO2 clearance.47 We hypothesize 
the drug- related change in CA14 expression is a mechanism 
for the muscle to adapt antioxidant, contraction, or waste 
management mechanisms to counter- balance cardiotoxic ef-
fects. Identification of biomarkers in the context of HCQ and 
AZM, or other polytherapies, will be a valuable tool in the 
design of COVID- 19 therapeutics trials.

SUMMARY

The outcomes of this paper suggest that chronic drug expo-
sure in this MPS format elicits arrhythmic outcomes simi-
lar to those observed in published clinical trials.12,18– 20,34,43 
Specifically, the known arrhythmia risk of HCQ and AZM 
alone was recapitulated by our in vitro observation of APD80 
increase in combination with arrhythmic events. Combination 
therapy also exhibited an increase in QT, but compared to 
monotherapy, was benign at inducing arrhythmogenic be-
haviors. This also corresponds with recent clinical find-
ings.19,20,34 Together, these data suggest that this our high 
content in vitro heart muscle model can aid clinicians in 
clinical trial design, rapidly predict the cardiac outcomes of 
polytherapy for SARS- CoV- 2 treatment, and help to identify 
relevant biomarkers to monitor during clinical trials for po-
tential COVID- 19 therapeutics.

LIMITATIONS

Clinical QT interval values represent the summation of all 
the electrical activity in the ventricles. We used APD80 as 
a proxy for clinical QT prolongation, which is a credible 
and common approach to compare directional effects and 
provide some mechanistic insight, but is not sufficiently 
sensitive for precise prediction of instability thresholds.26 
Patients with COVID- 19 with drug- induced QT interval 
changes of greater than 60 ms or QT interval values above 
500  ms are considered high risk, and treatment is sus-
pended.40 Our cardiac muscle exhibited unphysiologically 
high APD80 values in response to chronic drug exposure. 
The mechanism for these large responses is unclear, but 
likely related to a combination of the hiPSC source, well- 
known modest maturity of hiPSC- CMs relative to the adult 

human heart, and possibly due to the altered current source- 
sink relationship in these very small tissues. Additionally, 
we have used a single patient line to perform this study, 
albeit with a significant number of replicates. By screen-
ing more patient lines, one can achieve a clinically relevant 
dataset; although anticipated patient variability will require 
further expansion of the data size. In future work, our ap-
proach for chronic drug testing can be extended to diseased 
cell lines to better understand the arrhythmic risk of pa-
tients with cardiovascular complications or comorbidities 
(i.e., diabetes) who are most likely to be seriously affected 
by SARS- CoV- 2.
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